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If G is a graph and K is a field with char(K) # 2 then the Grassmantt algebra 
K(G) is the algebra over K generated by the vertices I,‘~ of the graph G with the 
relations vi = 0, “ill, + L’,L’~ = 0 if vi and L‘~ are adjacent, cici ~ c,L‘, = 0 if t’i and L’~ 
are not adjacent. (The case char = 2 is excluded because the relations are then the 
same for both possibilities.) II is proved that G is isomorphic to G’ iff K(G) is 
isomorphic to K(G’). and for finite G the group of automorphisms of K(G) is 
described. 
1. A THEOREM ABOUT ISOMORPHISM 
Let G and G’ be two graphs, K(G) and K(G’) the corresl~onding 
Grassmann algebras, and f: K(G) + K(G’) an isomorphism between these 
algebras. We shall prove that G z G’. 
Denote the vertices of G by z?~ and the vertices of G’ by M!~. Call an 
isomorphism g “linear” if the images of lli are linear combinations of wi. If h 
is a linear combination of the wi we denote by supp h the subgraph of G’ 
spanned by ail vertices u; which occur in h with nonzero coefficients. Call 
two vertices U, and u2 of a graph (G or G’) equivalent, denoted U, - u2 if for 
each vertex u the vertices u,, u are adjacent or equal if and only if u2, u are 
adjacent or equal. By the degree (deg) of a monomial in a Grassmann 
algebra we mean the number of vertices which it contains. 
LEMMA 1. ~‘f‘ f’: K(G) + K(G’) is an isotnorphism then there ttxists a 
linear isomorphism g: K(G) -+ K(G’). 
Proof. Let f(ui) = ki + Y,,~ t J,,~ + ‘.a, where kj E K and JJ,,~ are the 
collections of all monomials of degree d in f(ci). It is obvious that ki = 0 for 
all i because (f(c&)’ = 0. We claim that there is an isomorphism g deter- 
mined by g(cj) = _v,.;. In the product flci)f(ui) only yl.; and Y,,~ contribute 
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to the terms of second degree, so if f(vi)f(ai) = .~~,~f(ti~)f(v~), where s;,~ is 
plus or minus one then ~,,,~y,,~ = s,,~Y, i .r, ,,j. Hence g is a homomorphism. 
To see that g is invertible, apply the same process to f ‘. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose g: K(G) -+ K(G’) is a linear &morphism, and let 
cl, u, E G. “1 E supp(g(u,)), 12’~ E supp( g(uz)). 
(i) If c,, u2 are adjacent or equal then w,, w2 are adjacent or equal. 
(ii) Ifc, - u2 then w, - w2. 
Proof. (i) Choose k,, k, E K so that w,, MJ~ E supp(k, g(u,) + k, g(t12)). 
Since (k, or + k2v,)2 = 0 we have (k, g(o,) + k, g(u,))* = 0. By retracting 
onto the subalgebra generated by wr , wz we see w, , u’~ anticommute, so they 
are adjacent or equal. 
(ii) Consider any w E G’ and suppose r~, w, are adjacent or equal. We 
wish to show w, w2 are adjacent or equal. By (i) we may assume 
w @ supp(g(v,)), and, in particular, w # w, so w, w, are adjacent. Choose 
2’ E G such that w E supp( g(v)). Then g(v) g(v,) # g(vr) g(r)) as can be seen 
by retracting onto the subalgebra generated by w, w, . So u. z’, do not 
commute and they are adjacent. Since U, - L’~ we see v, u2 are adjacent or 
equal so by (i) again IV, u‘~ are adjacent or equal as desired. Similarly, if 
w, w2 are adjacent or equal then MJ, w, are adjacent or equal, so w, - wI as 
claimed. 
Now consider the factor graphs G/- and G’/-. By Lemma 2, g and g ’ 
induce mutually inverse maps between these two graphs, so it is enough to 
prove that corresponding classes of G and G’ have the same cardinality. This 
is obvious since g maps the linear space spanned by the vertices of each 
class IL!/ in G onto the space spanned by the vertices of the corresponding 
class / w / in G’ (by Lemma 2(ii)) and this mapping is an isomorphism of 
these linear spaces. Thus their dimensions over K are the same and their 
bases /V and /WI have the same cardinality. So we have proved 
THEOREM 1. G z G’ iff K(G) z K(G’). 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBGROUP LAut(K(G)) 
OF LINEAR AUTOMORPHISMS OF K(G) 
Let us suppose now that g: K(G) + K(G) is a linear automorphism. As 
was proved above, g defines an automotphism of the factor graph G/- so we 
have a natural homomorphism t from LAut(K(G)) to Aut(G/-). The image 
H of t is the group of automorphisms of the graph G/- which respect the 
weights of the vertices, where the weight of a vertex is its cardinatlity as an 
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equivalence class. The group H can be lifted back to the group LAut(K(G)) 
as follows: enumerate the vertices in each class and then map the vertex 
numbered j in each class to the vertex numberedj in the corresponding class. 
The kernel of t is a direct product of general linear groups; each vertex goes 
to a linear combination of the vertices in the same equivalence class and the 
only condition is that these mappings be invertible. Thus we have 
THEOREM 2. The group of linear automorphisms of the algebra K(G) is 
the wreath product of n GL(I v 1, K) with H, where the product is taken over 
the vertices of G/-, and H is the group of those automorphisms of this graph 
which respect the weights of vertices. 
3. AUTOMORPHISMS WITH TRIVIAL LINEAR PART 
Each automorphism f E Aut(K(G)) can be decomposed as a product 
f = hg, where h E LAut(K(G)) ( see the proof of Lemma 1) and g has trivial 
linear part; that is, g(v,) = vi + Ri, where the degrees of all monomial from 
Ri are more than one. It is obvious that the set of all automorphisms of this 
type forms a normal subgroup IAut(K(G)) of Aut(K(G)). In this part we 
describe this normal subgroup under the hypothesis that G is finite. We cali 
an automorphism t triangular if for some i, t(vi) E ci + K(G\vi) and for all 
j # i, t(vj) = vj. We call an automorphism z central if for each i we have 
z(L.~) = cici, where the ci belong to the center ZK(G) of K(G). 
We are going to prove 
THEOREM 3. If G is finite then IAut(K(G)) is generated by the 
triangular, central, and inner automorphisms. 
Proof: From now on in this part, G is finite and all isomorphisms are 
from IAut(K(G)). If a E K(G) denote by 5 the homogeneous part of minimal 
possible degree, that is, the linear combination of all monomials from a of 
minimal degree with corresponding coefficients from K. The common degree 
of all the monomials from a is denoted deg a. 
LEMMA 3. For any automorphism f there exist triangular 
automorphisms t, ,..., t, (where n is the number of vertices of G) such that for 
each i t,, t, ~. , ... t,f(c,) = viai for some ai E K(G). 
Prooj Let f(c,) = (cl + b,)c, where b, . c, E K(G\v,), and let 
f(ci) = vi + Ri. Then (vi + R,)(v, + b,)c, = s,,~(v, + 6,) c,(ci + R;). Whence 
vib, = s, ib, ci because the minimal homogeneous forms which do not 
contain i, must be the same in both sides of the equality, b, E K(G\c,) and 
C, = 1. Similarly, v, 6, = -6, c’, and (6,)’ = 0. Thus there is an 
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automorphism t,, i defined by t,,,(~,) = u1 - b, and t,,,(z,li) = L’~ for 
if 1; fl,If(u,) = (tl,l(vl) + b,)c, = (0, -4 + UC, = (v, + b,,,k, and 
deg b,,, > deg b,. This means that it is possible to construct a sequence of 
automorphisms t,,l such that ~,,~f(2:,) = (c, + b,,,;)c, with deg b,%,j > 
deg b,%jp, and t,J(~i) = vi for i # 1. Now the degree of any monomial cannot 
be bigger than the number of vertices of G, so there exists a triangular 
automorphism t, such that r,f(~~)=t’,c, (t,=t,,,t ,,,, , ... t ,,,, t,(v,)= 
v, ~ b,, t,(vi) = vi for if 1). 
Now if we apply the same procedure to C? we will find a triangular 
automorphism t, which shifts u2 so that t2t,f(v2) = z’~c~. Also t2t,f(v,) = 
t,(v,c,) = U, t,(c,). So step by step we can find n triangular automorphisms 
t , ,..., t, such that for each i we have t,, ... t,(v;) = via,. 
Let us call an automorphism h diagonal if h(v) = vu,, and a,. E K(G) for 
all vertices of G. Lemma 3 shows that each automorphism from IAut(K(G)) 
can be modified to the diagonal form with the help of triangular 
automorphisms. 
LEMMA 4. Let d be a unit of K(G) and v E G, so dud- ’ = cv for some 
c E K(G\v). Zf [c, v] = 0 then c = 1. 
Proof. Write d = d, + d, t vd, , where d,, d, , d, E K(G \v), d, commutes 
with L’, and d, anticommutes with v. Then dv = cvd implies (d, + d,)v = 
c(dO - d,)v and thus (1 + c)d, = (c - l)d, commutes and anticommutes with 
c so it is 0. But d, is clearly a unit so c = 1. 
LEMMA 5. For any diagonal automorphism g there exists a unit 
d E K(G) such that dg(vJd -’ = vici, where ci E ZK(G)for each i. 
Proof. Suppose by induction that we can prove this lemma for each 
proper subgraph of the graph G. (The basis of induction for a graph with one 
vertex can easily be checked.) If we consider the retraction 
P: K(G) -+ K(G\v,), where p(~,) = 0 and p(vi) = zji if i # 1, then pg 
restricted to K(G\v,) is an automorphism in IAut(K(G\c,)). So we may 
assume that there exists a unit d, E K(G\v,) such that d,pg(vi)d,’ = vjai,O, 
where ai,o E ZK(G\u,). Then d, g(v,)d;’ = v,a,,O and d, g(v,)d;’ = 
vi(ai,o + v,ai,,) for some a,., and a,, , E K(G\v,). Now we are going to 
prove that ai,o E ZK(G) for i # 1 and a,,, E ZK(G\v,). First aiqOv, = v,bi,,,, 
where bi,o E ZK(g\v,) because bi,O has the same monomials as ai,o. Thus if 
L’~L’, = s~,~L’~u~ then s,,~z’~u,,~ I v’(ai,O f Vlai,l) = vi(ai,O + vIai,,> u1a1.0 = 
S~,iV~Uibi.oa~.o = s~,it’la~,ouia~,o because t.!: = 0. This means that vibi,oa,,o 
= a,,oviai,o, because a,,,, ai,o, and bi,oE K(G\v,). Hence a,,ovia,i = 
vibi,,a,;,’ and we can apply Lemma 4 to deduce that bi.0 = Ui,o and 
la 1.0, ci] = 0. So a,., E ZK(G\v,) and we can express a,,, as a,,, = c(1 + e), 
where cEZK(G) and evi=-U,e. If we take d,=l+e+(l-e2)“2 then 
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d,u,a,,,d;’ = v,c(l -e*)“* and c(1 -e*)“* E ZK(G). Also d, belongs to 
ZK(G\u,). This means that d,d, g(ui) d;’ d;’ = ui(ai,, t ~~a;,,). 
We can summarize these considerations as follows: there exists a unit 
6, E K(G\v) such that the automorphism g’ = s”, g satisfies g,(v,) = U, c’, 
g,(v,) = u~(u~,~ + ~,a:,‘), where c’ and ui,o E ZK(G). (Here 6, is the inner 
automorphism given by conjugation by 6,). Now we can find a unit 
6, E K(G\n,) such that for g, = g2 g, we have g,(o,) = u2c2. It is not 
difficult to check that g2(u,)=~2u’c,8~‘=u,c,(c,,2+u2c~,2)=~,c,c,,2= 
L’,C,, since ~,EK(G\c,) and c’,, = 1 by Lemma4 (cl,* E ZK(G)). By 
iteration of this process we obtain a sequence of inner automorphisms such 
that the composition of these applied to g(ui) gives nici for each j. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
So we have proved that any f E IAut(K(G)) can be modified by 
composition with triangular automorphisms and inner automorphism to a 
central automorphism. This proves Theorem 3. 
Remark 1. As we showed each f E IAut(K(G)) may be written as 
f(uJ = Ui(Ui + bi) u;,ci, where ci E ZK(G), and there is a triangular 
automorphism t such that t(ui) = ui f bi and t(uj) = uj for j f i. This 
representation of the images does not require that G be finite. Let us prove 
this statement for f(u,). Suppose that S is any finite subset of the vertices of 
G which contains all the vertices occurring in f(u’). It is clear that f 
restricted onto S with subsequent retraction on K(S) defines an 
automorphism of K(S). (This is an endomorphism of K(S) with the image 
equal to K(S).) If we denote this retraced f by f, then f(u,) = fy(u,) = 
u(u, + b)u-‘c, where a and b EK(S\u,) and cE ZK(S), so that f(u,)= 
U(L), + b) up’c. Now if LJ& S we can find a,. and b,. E K(S U u\,u’) and 
c,. E ZK(S U u) such that f(u’) = a,,(~‘, + b,.) a;‘~,,. So a(~‘, + b)u ‘c = 
a’,(~‘, t b,,) a, ‘c,, whence au, a ‘c = u,.v’u; ‘c,. and ubu ‘c = u,.b,.u,: ‘c,. as 
parts containing and not containing V, correspondingly. From UC, a ‘c = 
u’,L~,u’:‘c,. follows that u’cc’:’ = u~‘u,,u’u,~‘u because [a, c] = [a, c,,] = 0. 
So we can apply Lemma 4 to the algebra K(S U u), which gives c = c,. and c 
commutes with each vertex u and [u-la,,, c, 1 = 0. Also we know that t(u’) = 
ZJ, + b,. and t(ui) = ui for i # 1 defines an automorphism of K(S 1J u). So 
t([up’uL,, u,]) = [~‘a,., u, + b,,] = [~‘a,,, b,] = 0, which means that b = b,. 
and t(u,) = z” + b and t(ui) = vi defines an automorphism of K(G). 
Remark 2. Each central automotphism can be represented as a 
composition of the central automorphism of the type z(ui) = cici and 
~(u,~) = uj for j # i. 
Remark 3. Let us consider all the monomials from K(G) and construct 
a graph H which has the monomials as vertices with two vertices adjacent in 
H if the monomials anticommute and their product is not equal to zero. 
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Then ZK(G) is spanned by isolated vertices of H. The graph G can be 
embedded naturally in H. We modify the graph H to a graph H, as follows: 
we connect in H, two nonadjacent vertices from H\G if the product of the 
corresponding monomials is zero. Then all triangular automorphisms on the 
vertex L? are spanned by vertices from H,\G which are equivalent to L’. 
4. EXAMPLES 
1. Complete graphs. “Ordinary” Grassmann algebras correspond to 
complete graphs. In this case the triangular automorphisms correspond to 
the elements of odd degree and every mapping defined by t(vi) = ui + a and 
f(vj) = vj for j # i, where a E K(G\v,) has only monomials of odd degree, is 
an automorphism. The center of this algebra is spanned by the monomials of 
even degree and the product of all the vertices. 
Finally, each inner automorphism can be given by some element 1 + 6, 
where b consists of odd monomials, because if b = c + d, where c and d are 
the even and odd components, then 1 + b = (1 + c)( 1 + (1 + c) ‘d) and the 
element 1 + (1 + c) ‘d gives the same inner automorphism as 1 + b. Also it 
is easy to check that in this case the group of the inner automorphisms is 
commutative because (1 + b)(l t c) = (1 + bc)( 1 + b t c) for any pair of 
odd elements b and c. 
In [ 1 ] the author was investigating only those automorphisms which 
preserve the natural even--odd grading of the Grassmann algebra, so he 
neglected to include the subgroup of inner automorphisms. The subgroup 
LAut(K(G)) here is GL(n, K), where n is the number of vertices of G. 
2. Totally disconnected graphs. In this commutative case we have no 
inner automorphisms and every pair of sets of elements bi and ci, where 
deg b; > 1 and ci are invertible elements defines an automorphism f: f(vi) = 
(vi + bi)ci. The subgroup LAut(K(G)) is the wreath product of n K* with 
the group of automorphisms of G. 
3. One infinite graph. Let us define the graph G as follows. The vertices 
are all infinite sequences of natural numbers. Two vertices are adjacent if in 
some position the corresponding sequences have the same number. It is 
possible to prove that in this case there are no triangular automorphisms and 
that the center coincides with field K. So for each f E IAut(K(G)) we obtain 
f(vi) = aivia,: ‘. It is also possible to prove that f(v) = aca ‘, where a does 
not depend on U, but this a is not generally speaking in K(G), being rather a 
limit of elements of K(G). (a is a linear combination of an infinite number of 
monomials.) Naturally, not every a of this sort yields an automorphism of 
K(G). but some of them do. For example, if the vertex vi has i in the first 
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position and zero in all others then a = JJi(l - uici+ ,) gives an 
automorphism which does not correspond to any finite a. 
The subgroup LAut(K(G)) is the wreath product of n K* with the group 
of automorphisms of G because no two vertices of G are equivalent. 
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